
(Extracted from Staff wellbeing, a course for teachers delivered by
Elizabeth Holmes and Kevin McCarthy of Re:membering Education).

If we can make good food choices, we will minimise the internal stress 
we place on our bodies. Remember, the food we eat is the source of 
all our renewable hormones. And it’s also the only way of replenishing 
vital protein building blocks.

• Eat seasonal fruits and vegetables whenever possible, especially those
that are locally produced.

• Cut down on your consumption of processed foods, however
convenient they may be.

• Treat non-organic animal products with great care. They may be
hazardous.

• Go easy on dairy consumption. Any nutrients that you can glean from
dairy foods are best sought from other foods that will not give you the
nasties (such as high levels of saturated fat) that dairy foods do. 

• Go for complex carbohydrates found in grains, vegetables and beans.
About 60 percent of your diet should be made of unrefined
carbohydrates, ie, cereals, pulses, seeds, roots and tubers.

• Choose low sodium/high potassium foods to combat your body’s drive
to sacrifice potassium in favour of sodium retention.

• B complex vitamins strengthen neural function and vitamin C has been
shown to strengthen immune function. That said, it is generally best 
to avoid supplements unless you have sought the advice of a nutritional
therapist so that you know you are taking the most appropriate ones 
for you. ‘B’ vitamins can be found in yeast, green vegetables, nuts and
seeds, whole grains, eggs and some seafood.

• Avoid ‘diet’ foods. What you need is sound nutrition, not low calorie
(and therefore low energy) foods jam-packed with artificial sweeteners.

• Women should be aware of the days during their cycle when they
naturally feel like a minimal food intake and the days when they want 
to feast. Go with these instincts. Just before a period is due, calorie
needs can rise by up to 50 percent so eating regularly (every two hours
or so) can help to reduce the symptoms of PMS.
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• The protein content of your diet should be around 10 percent. Best
sources of protein are found in nuts, seeds, beans, pulses, peas and
grains (especially the sprouting variety). If you eat meat and dairy
products, do so for pleasure rather than any nutrition you may be able
to glean from them.

• Maximise vitamin and mineral absorption by eating fruits and vegetables,
either raw or lightly steamed. Avoid the skins of non-organic produce.

• Caffeine is a stimulant, so it’s ironic that school workers, who are
performing possibly one of the most stimulating jobs in terms of stress
and pressure, seem to be addicted to the stuff. Caffeine makes the
nervous system overactive as well as raising heart rate and contributing
to digestive problems. Go easy on it.
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